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Key Insights

● XEN Crypto represents the lowest barrier to entry into crypto for all users
● The number of addresses is steadily growing, indicating continuous growth in the community

member count
● Gas used for transactions related to the XEN Crypto smart contract is inversely related to the

number of mints and positively related to the value of XEN
● Gas burned thanks to the XEN transactions made Ethereum deflationary increasing its scarcity

and value which influences positively the price of XEN
● XEN is present on 10 blockchains, which has increased its rapid adoption
● Liquidity of XEN is low which contributes to the XEN price stabilizing itself at the current level
● Supply of XEN is highly inflationary at the beginning and disinflationary in the long term which

puts a natural cap on the amount of tokens created
● The supply of SHIB is 649x higher than that of XEN, and the market cap is very high, which

creates a positive outlook on the future of XEN
● DOGE supply is created similarly to XEN, but XEN creates an even lower barrier to entry for new

users, which will reflect in faster adoption
● The XEN ecosystem is developing fast, with the token finding utility on a DeFi platform and a

whole plethora of projects being built on top of XEN
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Disclaimer: This report was created independently and any opinion, estimate, or probability does not necessarily reflect the opinions of anyone else than the author.  Nothing contained in this report is a
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Primer and Key Metrics

Primer on XEN Crypto

XEN Crypto is "cryptocurrency for the masses," built on the Ethereum blockchain as
an ERC-20 protocol. It was born as a token of exchange, encompassing the first
principles of crypto like decentralization, transparency, counterparty risk resistance,
peer-to-peer value exchange, and self-custody. The XEN Crypto smart contract has
no admin keys, is immutable, started at supply zero, and has no pre-mint or token
allocation of any kind. XEN can be minted by anyone by simply connecting a wallet
and claiming a rank.

The primary ethos is to achieve worldwide crypto adoption by lowering the barrier
to entry to the lowest possible level. This is why XEN is free to use for anyone willing
to pay the network fees.

The distribution of XEN mimics that of Bitcoin because it’s entirely minted into
existence by the people and is currently in the ultra-inflationary phase, where the
most tokens are produced. XEN difficulty increases with time and reaches its
maximum after 3000 days since launch. The logarithmic formula that rules
tokenomics uses the Proof of Participation (PoP) protocol to account for user
participation, engagement, and the time involved in token creation. The contract
distributes more XEN to those who mint for the longest available period because
there’s more possibility of new users joining the network. The number of
participants is comparable to the hashrate and each passing day's mining difficulty.

The XEN Crypto smart contract is native to the Ethereum blockchain; however, it
now lives on nine other Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) compatible networks
(BSC, Polygon, Avalanche, Ethereum PoW, Moonbeam, Evmos, Fantom, Dogechain,
and OKX Chain).

XEN Crypto for the
masses increases
blockchain
adoption and
mimics bitcoin
distribution
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Key Metrics

XEN Crypto Key Metrics Summary

Network presence 10 chains

Gas utilisation on Ethereum 10,535 ETH or 13,492,385 USD

Total number of claimRank transactions 4,081,890

Total number of holders on Ethereum 37,508

Market Cap 4,787,927 USD

Supply on Ethereum 854,838,324,260.44 XEN

Volume on Ethereum 1,842,233 USD
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The Inception of XEN Crypto

Following the ethos of mass adoption, XEN Crypto was launched on Ethereum on
October 8, and it quickly expanded to other 9 EVM compatible chains (BSC,
Polygon, Avalanche, Ethereum PoW, Moonbeam, Evmos, Fantom, Dogechain, and
OKX Chain). In such a short period of time, it reached hundreds of thousands of
people and surpassed a record number of 139,789,422 claimRank transactions for a
total of 172,886 holders. 10,535 ETH or 13,492,385 USD gas have been burned solely
on Ethereum.

XEN was born in the middle of the bear market, which was further accentuated by
the FTX collapse. Despite the downward trend, XEN’s performance exceeded
expectations. The listing on centralized exchanges like MEXC, Huobi, and Gate was
immediate, and the voluntary marketing support from their side was the source of
many new users getting to know and mint XEN.

The supply is highly dependent on the price of gas. It reached its peak on the OKX
chain, where most tokens are now created. It's possible due to low gas prices and a
massive marketing push from the OKX chain. The supply of XEN on Ethereum is
growing slowly and steadily and is highly correlated to gas prices.

XEN Crypto
inception brought
vast adoption of 10
chains by a
staggering
number of users
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Performance Analysis

Network Overview

XEN Crypto Network Overview

Blockchain claimRank
trx

Holders Active
Minters

Stakers Supply in
billions

Liquidity
on DEXes

in $

Trading
Volume

All chains 139,789,422 172,886 69,089,911 17,806

Ethereum 4,081,890 37,508 2,918,195 5,099 786 388,403 339,404

BSC 7,475,734 60,990 3,524,098 6,293 2,786 13,960 17,856

Polygon 19,629,558 32,422 9,459,966 4,071 6,639 1,148 2,112

Avalanche 572,146 5,100 343,310 661 39 1,206 1,179

Ethereum
PoW

17,374,079 9,829 11,269,230 579 4,656 3,884 2,744

Moonbeam 885,741 8,083 647,418 255 125 221 221

Evmos 703,906 316 116 16

Fantom 18,982,642 3,478 10,296,543 343 3,778 627 436

Dogechain 15,049,998 1,4324 5,192,408 90 2,277 504 504

OKX Chain 40,687,627 1,152 24,734,837 99 3,145 73 645

Source: Etherscan, BSC Scan, Polygonscan, Snowtrace, OKlink, Moonscan, Ftmscan, Dogechain explorer, xen.fyi, xen.network

XEN Crypto claimRank transactions responsible for initiating the mint have been
claimed 139,789,422 times in just one month of XEN’s existence. ClaimRank is
roughly the same as the number of new addresses created because each new mint
requires an address where no other active mints exist. The daily creation of new
addresses was the highest during the first few days from inception, and it has
gained traction again in the past few days, which is linked to the upcoming XENFTs
launch. The lowest number of new claimRank transactions on Ethereum was
during the time when the FTX collapse was taking place and the gas fees spiked to
600 gwei. The cumulative number of addresses is growing steadily.

XEN beats record
every day
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Source dune.com

The supply of XEN on all chains is not cumulative as each blockchain has its own
token ticker and Global Rank. It differs a lot, and this is because of the delay in
contract launch, differences in gas fee cost, network throughput, community size,
and chain specific marketing efforts. The number of holders is an important factor
in local supply distribution. Chains like Dogechain or Fantom have a highly
concentrated supply, where one address holds over 90% of the total XEN specific to
that chain. Just 50 days since launch have passed, and such token distribution
doesn’t preclude future decentralization. In fact, on OKX Chain, it could be observed
that yesterday’s whale is today’s average user.

XEN was one of the biggest gas guzzlers on every chain. It contributed to burning a
big part of the ETH supply, making it deflationary. The chain economic model is a
key factor when it comes to being able to sustain the load of transactions, and
some chains have had difficulties resulting in a temporary halt in token
withdrawals, a limit on transactions, or a decision on raising the gas requirement
per transaction.

XEN supply is
different on every
chain and chain
specific economic
conditions regulate
the Global Rank
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XEN Crypto on Ethereum - XEN

Global Rank on Ethereum is 4,082,081 and the total supply is 786 billion,
distributed among 37,508 holders and 2,917,098 active minters . Around 40%
of supply sits in three top wallets belonging to Gate.io, MEXC, and Huobi,
respectively.  The top 100 holders collectively own 72.02 percent of XEN.

XEN on Ethereum
has low Global
Rank and supply
due to gas cost

Source etherscan.io
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The distribution is trending towards decentralization, because at launch, the
majority of the token supply belonged to MEXC. That was due to the fact that most
of the users were minting for the shortest available time to deposit and sell their
tokens on the exchange. Today, no one wallet holds more than 16% of the total
supply of XEN.

XEN supply
distribution on
Ethereum leans
towards
decentralization

Source dune.com

ClaimRank mint term is leaning toward the longer term. The Fair Crypto
Foundation will release the XENFT project, which is based on the Torrent
protocol, in December, and the high concentration of mints being delivered
in the next month is most likely preparation for the Proof of Burn
functionality of these XENFTs.

5,85% of the users choose to mint for just one day, which means that they’re
at a net loss because the gas cost of minting and claiming is higher than
the number of XEN minted is worth at the current price.

The number of
XEN with longer
mint terms is
increasing
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Source hub.cryptocell.guru

At the current price of gas, equal to 10 gwei, and the AMP of 2945 and EAA, the user
needs to mint for at least 11 days to break even on his mint. It makes a lot of sense to
mint for the longest available time, which is currently 430 days, because this is
where the user can get the maximum amount of tokens.
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Source hub.cryptocell.guru

By spending $4.21 for the mint and claim transaction, the user gets over 33 million
of tokens after 430 days which are worth $194.14 at the current price of
$0.0000058903.
This doesn’t mean that the user will get $194.14 for his tokens. The estimated future
price will change depending on gas and the XEN price. The price of XEN will
depend also on the mint delivery of all other users.  By observing the chart below it
is possible to see how many mints will be delivered at a particular day in the future.
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The users may choose to keep those tokens liquid,  stake them, or sell them on the
market. Staking tokens means burning them and they’re removed from the supply
of XEN which may have a positive impact on price. Selling tokens lowers the price of
XEN.

Source dune.com

There are currently 5,099 stakers. They’re all made up of short term mints.

XEN remained in the top ten token charts for the majority of the time. It excels for
the number of transactions counted or the total of unique senders.
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Source etherscan.io

XEN Crypto on BSC - bXEN

Total supply on BSC is 2,786 billion, and the Global Rank is 7,475,734. The supply is
distributed among 60,990 holders, and Huobi and MEXC hold 60% of the total
bXEN. The top 100 holders collectively own 84.51% of bXEN. Active minters account
for 3,524,098.
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Source bscscan

Similarly to Ethereum, also on BSC, bXEN is listed as one of the top tokens by
number of transactions and senders.
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Source bscscan

XEN Crypto on Polygon - mXEN

Total supply on Polygon is 6,639 billion, distributed among 32,422 holders. The
Global Rank is  19,629,558. MEXC alone accounts for 70% of mXEN, and the rest of
the token supply is distributed evenly amongst the remaining 30% of users. The top
100 holders collectively own 95.76% of mXEN.
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Source polygonscan

On Polygon, mXEN holds the top spot in the top token charts as the token with the
most transactions and unique senders.
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Source polygonscan

XEN Crypto on Avalanche - aXEN

Avalanche's aXEN distribution is the most equitable of any chain. Just 10% of aXEN
is held by one address. The top 100 holders collectively own 83.22% of aXEN.
Avalanche is the chain with the lowest Global Rank. The total supply is 39 billion,
held by 5,100 users.
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Source Snowtrace
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On Avalanche’s top token charts from the past week, aXEN is visible in 7th place.

Source Snowtrace

XEN Crypto on Ethereum PoW - vvXEN

The supply of vvXEN on Ethereum PoW is 4,656 billion, and 10% is owned by one
address. There are a total of 9,829 holders. Global Rank is 17,374,079. The total locked
value is $662.49K.
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Source Oklink

XEN Crypto on Moonbeam - mbXEN

On Moonbeam, the mbXEN supply is 125 billion, and the total number of addresses
claiming the rank is 885,741. There are 8,083 holders.

The top 100 holders collectively own 93.81% of mbXEN.

.
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Source Moonscan

mbXEN is the top token on Moonbeam when it comes to unique senders and
transaction count. It is above tokens like wrapped GLMR and Stella Swap, which is
the most popular dex on Moonbeam.
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Source Moonscan

XEN Crypto on Evmos - coXEM

There are 167,621 transactions on Evmos that are related to coXEN, for a total of
27,183,565,606 units of gas used.

XEN Crypto on Fantom - fmXEN

On Fantom, 83% of fmXEN is held by the MEXC wallet. The remaining 17% of the
total 3,778 billion supply is held by 18,982,642 addresses and 3,478 holders.
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Source Ftmscan

fmXEN is on the Fantom’s list of top token charts.

Source Ftmscan
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XEN Crypto on Dogechain - dcXEN

On Dogechain, the supply of dcXEN is 2,277 billion. 88% is held by one address, and
the remaining 12% is owned by the remaining 1,4324 holders. Global Rank is
15,049,998. There’s almost 20 million transfer transactions linked to dcXEN.

Source Oklink
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XEN Crypto on OKX Chain - okXEN

OKX Chain is the most recent chain to launch the XEN Crypto contract, and it has
surpassed all other nine chains in terms of the number of addresses and supply
created. The supply of okXEN is now 3,145 billions, owned by 1,152 holders and
40,687,627 addresses.

Source Oklink
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Gas usage

In the global economy, oil is the most important macroeconomic indicator of
inflation and future events. Investors buy oil futures, trying to frontrun the market.
When the price of oil is high, the economic energy falls because the cost of money
is also high, and when the price drops, that is the moment the economy is ready to
start running anew. Similarly to oil being the fuel of the world, in the blockchain
space, gas usage is the most important economic indicator of its state. Gas prices
spike when network usage is high and drop when it’s low.

XEN is minted for free, but each transaction costs gas. Gas price, the amount of
minted XEN, and the price of XEN are related. High gas prices result in fewer new
accounts being created and fewer XEN being minted.

Gas is an
important
indicator of the
economic state of
a bocckhain

Source xen.pub
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Source xen.pub

Source xen.pub
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Lower minting rates and higher gas prices encourage users to purchase XEN from
the market, raising the XEN price. When gas prices go down, the minting resumes
and the price of XEN falls. As an example, the impact of the FTX collapse on gas and
XEN can be demonstrated. When the price of FTT dropped by 70% on November 10,
it triggered a crypto bank run and a gas spike of more than 600 gwei. New account
creation, and therefore XEN minting, has almost stopped.  All crypto prices went
down, but the price of XEN adjusted fast and went from 0.00000620 to 0.00002020,
which shows how XEN’s price is linked to that of gas.

Gas price
influences XEN
minting behavior
and XEN price

Source CoinMarketCap

XEN Crypto has risen to the top of the Gas Guzzler charts across all chains. It largely
kept its position in that ranking for the entire time. It burned 10,535 ETH in gas fees
worth 13,492,385 USD.

XEN is one of the
top gas guzzlers
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Source etherscan.io

Although xen.network is the native dapp to mint XEN Crypto, tools like Cointools
batch minter and MCT-XEN Batch Minter popular mostly in China, are more widely
used now. Their high level of gas consumption is the expression of people’s need for
fast and easy batch minting transactions.
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Gas burned through xen.crypto amounts to 7218 ETH for a total of 9,466,196 USD.

Source etherscan.io

ETH burned through the Cointool batch Minter totalls  2410 worth 3,129,282 USD.

Source etherscan.io
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Fees spent on XEN minting through the MCT-XEN Batch Minter amount to 907
ETH, worth 1,162,743 USD.

Source etherscan.io

XEN burning so much gas makes ETH deflationary. This is visible from the chart,
which shows ETH supply increasing consistently after the Merge but suddenly
reversing the trend on October 8 when XEN launched, occupying the majority of all
transactions on Ethereum and causing gas fees to burn.

XEN Crypto made
ETH deflationary
by burning gas
fees
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Source ultrasound.money

ETH’s deflationary aspect makes it more scarce, which means that the price of ETH
goes up, and this is what happened after October 8. The increase in ETH price
makes gas expensive; therefore, XEN also becomes more valuable, which brings
more people to mint XEN, and the cycle repeats because the market forces tend
continuously toward equilibrium.

There’s a relation
between XEN, gas
cost, and ETH price
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Source CoinMarketCap

People who buy XEN are trying to predict the future price, and they are willing to
mint for the longest possible mint term to get the maximum amount of tokens.
They effectively act as oil futures investors.

XEN's price, however, is not solely determined by blockchain economic conditions,
but also by USD inflation and global economic conditions, because as USD inflation
rises, the cost of ETH in USD rises as well, making XEN more expensive in fiat
currency terms.

Perhaps the biggest takeaway from this is that when Ethereum’s economy slows
down due to the high cost of transactions and the price of cryptocurrencies falls,
XEN gains in value and becomes a hedge.

Ethereum is currently the chain with the highest Total Locked Value (TVL) and the
lowest Global Rank. It’s also the biggest in terms of economic scale and community
size, and this is the reason why the XEN price is higher than that of XEN on all the
other blockchains.

As XEN Crypto's minting difficulty increases, it will get harder to mint new tokens,
which influences the price. The difficulty is based on time, amplification, and

When crypto
prices fall due to
the economic
conditions of
Ethereum, XEN
gains value
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community size. It increases by about 0.1%  and in four years it will be possible to
mint half of today's issuance. The difficulty will reach its maximum after 3000 days
since launch.

Liquidity Pools

The liquidity of XEN on different exchanges is low, but the liquidity on Uniswap is
slowly increasing. Because there is little liquidity, volatility is extremely high. The
volume is concentrated mainly on exchanges like Gate.io, MEXC, DigiFinex, and
Huobi. The total volume in the past 24 hours is $1,669,359.41 on CEXes and
$267,967.96 on DEXes.
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Source CoinMarketCap

Liquidity on Uniswap increased 3x when the FTX collapse news started coming out.
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Source dune.com

Competitors analysis

Shiba Inu vs XEN Crypto

Shiba Inu is a meme coin and the so called "Dogecoin killer." It aims to be the
Ethereum-based counterpart to Dogecoin's Srypt-based mining algorithm. It was
created in August 2020, and SHIB’s circulating supply is 549,063.28B, while the total
supply will be 589,735,030,408,323. The market cap of SHIB is $5,078,272,878 and
the volume on exchanges is $142,019,358. 50% of the supply was locked into a
Uniswap liquidity pool, and it’s claimed that the keys have been burned. Another
50% was donated to Vitalik Buterin. Buterin in turn donated 50 trillion SHIB tokens
to India's Covid Crypto Relief Fund and burned 40% of his share of the supply. SHIB
token started trading at $0.000000000082, and it reached an All Time High (ATH)
at $0.00008845. SHIB’s ROI is currently at 573301.93%.

The current supply of XEN is 849,805,655,797, which is 646x lower than that of SHIB.
The initial supply of SHIB was 1 quadrillion, and 41% of that, or 410,296,586,422,853
SHIB, have been burned. Only because of community utility creation has SHIB
achieved such a high market cap and is ranked #14 on coinmarketcap.com.
Comparing the two tokens, XEN has a high potential for achieving similar success.
Its intrinsic value linked to gas prices and a fast developing community and utility

XEN has a similar if
not greater
potential than
SHIB
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are very good starting points. After more than two years, SHIB is owned by 1,251,288
addresses and accepted by over 500 merchants, however. Compared to XEN’s
37,508 holders and 4,081,890 addresses created in just 50 days since its existence, it
can be said that XEN is in a very good position to become the next SHIB.

Dogecoin vs XEN Crypto

Dogecoin is the first meme coin, launched in 2013 as a joke and loved by Elon Musk.
It’s a script-based coin that can be mined with the use of computational power, and
its extraction requires technical understanding, which creates a high barrier to
entry for new users. The supply of DOGE is almost 132 billion, distributed amongst
4,467,007 addresses, and the market cap is $13,701,269,260. The total volume in the
last 24 hours is $1,097,966,251. 28% of the total supply sits in just one wallet, and
68.36% is owned by 100 addresses.

DOGE supply is
very concentrated

Source explorer.viawallet.com
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Similarly to XEN, also DOGE was mined into existence starting from zero supply.
DOGE’s supply is uncapped, and the blocks are produced every 1 minute in
perpetuity. DOGE derives its value from the energy-intensive process of mining,
while XEN derives it from gas usage. The difference is that Dogecoin requires
understanding how to mine it, while XEN can be minted for free by connecting a
wallet. There are some companies that accept DOGE, including Tesla, AMC
Theaters, GameStop, airBaltic, Dallas Mavericks, EasyDNS, Newegg, and Twitch.
Taking into account the similarities between DOGE and XEN, such as distribution
and abundance, it is believed that the ease of entry level to XEN and its fair
distribution will be the primary reason for XEN's future popularity, which will most
likely exceed that of DOGE.

XEN has lower
barrier to entry for
new users than
DOGE

Qualitative Analysis

Key Events, Catalysts, and Strategies for Ecosystem Growth

XEN Crypto had a very good launch, which is even more impressive given that it
occurred in the midst of a bear market exacerbated by the FTX collapse news.
PopcornDAO already used XEN on its DeFi platform just a few weeks after it
launched. $13k worth of XEN has been locked in a staking pool, and in December,
the Fair Crypto Foundation will launch XENFTs based on the XEN Torrent Protocol.
XENFTs bring bulk minting capability and the burn function to XEN. They also
create scarcity, art, and a collectible aspect through the ERC-721 token contract.
XENFTs add not only utility to the XEN token as a medium of exchange but also
introduce XEN to the rich NFT marketplace.

Jack Levin announced lately that he’s going to bring Proof of Work (PoW) to XEN.
The users will need to perform a computationally intensive calculation to find a

XEN utility is
experiencing fast
development
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solution to a problem and submit the proof to the contract in order to mint an NFT.
The simultaneous use of PoW and gas will add even more value to XEN, which,
other than the price of gas, will now be tied to the cost of electric power.

There have also been talks about introducing XEN stakes as NFTs. Such a product
would work like a bond because it would pay a yield and make the stake portable
and immediately available for sale.

Ecosystem Challenges and The Road Ahead

The first 50 days of XEN went extremely well, and much was achieved. The road
ahead is not without challenges, and community growth is the first and most
important. The community was created organically and is growing fast, especially
in Asia. Google Analytics stats shown by Mr. Jack Levin, the founder of the Fair
Crypto Foundation and the main creator of XEN Crypto, show that China is now the
second largest source of traffic to the xen.network web app.

Although the userbase is steadily growing, there’s a need to create a source of
funding for the future development of the community and the ecosystem.

Summary

XEN Crypto took the blockchain space by surprise. On contract deployment to each
new chain, it ruled it making it to the top token and gas guzzlers charts. It is the
reason behind the exponential growth in the creation of new addresses and chain
usage by new unique users. XEN brought life to otherwise half-empty chains.

It cannot be denied that the validators and miners operating these chains drew a
lot of advantage from the XEN community. The new users not only burned gas but
also used swaps and bridges. With such a high number of addresses, the network
effect achieved in just 50 days is staggering.

XEN needs focus
on community
development
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XEN’s omnichain nature is expansive and may seem like a waste of energy, but it’s
thanks to this expansion to other networks that XEN could reach new users.

Ethereum transactions are expensive and often prohibitive for certain users. It’s
thanks to cheaper chains that these users were able to mint XEN for free and pay
very low gas fees.

XEN's value is linked to that of gas, which in turn depends on the price of ETH. XEN
is the main gas burner, contributing to a deflationary effect on the ETH supply by
making it more scarce, which in turn influences the price of XEN. This cycle
between XEN, gas cost, and ETH price is the fuel running Ethereum’s economy now.

The price of XEN automatically adjusts to that of gas, and the further we go, the
more this will become evident. XEN's value depending on that of gas means that
it’s similar to DOGE, which depends on computational power, but XEN has a much
lower barrier to entry, which will be the main factor determining its success. The
supply of SHIB is much higher than that of XEN, and SHIB is one of the top tokens
on CoinMarketCap. This is a positive sign for XEN, whose supply is much lower.

XEN is a base token with fair distribution, where production is made by the people
and not by the founding team. Through its PoP, XEN derives its value from people’s
engagement. This is why community development is the main focus of attention,
and as the network effect takes place, the utility will undoubtedly follow.
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